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Good customer engagement starts with good data—more 

now than ever. For some creatives, though, “data” is a four-

letter word. But that mindset can be a dangerous one: After 

all, making strategic decisions without the right data to guide 

you is a sure path to failure. 

For today’s marketers, responsive, timely messages have 

become less a nice-to-have and more of a must-have—

table stakes, even. But making that happen is challenging, 

especially if you’re going into it blind. Ensuring that you’re up 

to speed on the benchmarks, metrics, and key performance 

indicators (KPIs) that matter for customer engagement 

makes it possible to unlock the power of every messaging 

channel and build an optimization program that can help you 

accelerate growth and reach your business goals.

Now, you may be thinking, “We run analytics reports and 

perform A/B testing—that means our marketing strategy 

is data-driven.” True, it’s a good start...but there’s more you 

could be doing to drive even stronger results. Read on to 

learn what numbers matter most, how to use them, and how 

to test marketing approaches and glean more data to keep 

improving your marketing outcomes.

The Power of Measurement

INTRODUCTION

Many marketers 
still struggle to  
collect and track data, 
let alone make 
meaningful  
decisions with it.

http://www.braze.com
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Before you can assess how your brand’s marketing efforts 

are faring, you need to understand both the customer 

engagement indicators that are available to your team and 

how they compare to industry results.. One key element of that 

understanding? Making sure you’re clear about the terms you’re 

using and what they mean about your marketing program.

1. BENCHMARKS: SCOPING OUT THE INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

If want to know how your marketing efforts stack up, you 

need benchmarks—that is, industry-wide metrics that can 

help you set goals, better understand your vertical, and 

strategize across industries to make an impact on your 

bottom line. 

Benchmarking data can provide immediate value for a 

brand, allowing marketers to make meaningful comparisons 

between their results and those seen in their vertical, 

determine criteria for improvement, scope out the industry 

landscape, make smart what-if projections, and set 

thresholds for alerts. 

To get the full benefit of benchmarking data, take a critical 

look at what feeds into the data you’re using, the way it’s 

being represented, and how you should be using it. That 

means skirting dodgy data interpretations that emphasize 

ease over accuracy. It’s tempting to blindly trust these 

numbers, ask no questions, and move on. But it’s a lot 

smarter to dig into the data and make sure you know it well. 
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Metrics vs. KPIs vs. Benchmarks:  
Understanding the Differences

Industry benchmarks are like a 
north star for marketing, growth, 
and engagement teams.  
Or they should be,  
if they’re used right.
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2. METRICS: MONITORING CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT SIGNALS

To gauge the impact of every message that motivates 

people to take action, you need metrics. At their core, metrics 

are statistics that reflect outcomes from a given marketing 

activity (e.g. email opens, bounce rates, purchases). There are 

many different potential metrics that a marketer can look at 

to determine whether a given campaign met its goals. Often, 

marketing teams focus on so-called “upstream” metrics like 

message opens or clicks, in large part because they’re easy 

to track and can give a sense of whether a given message 

drove engagement from recipients.

However, “downstream” metrics (that is, metrics that speak 

to the full impact of a given marketing campaign or activity) 

are often more meaningful when it comes to optimizing your 

efforts. One key downstream metric that nearly every brand 

has access to? Conversions. Simply put, a conversion is 

when a user takes an action—for example, makes a purchase, 

downloads an app, joins a mailing list—as a result of a 

marketing campaign. Conversions are one of the most telling 

marketing metrics to track, since they’re a measure of the 

actions that are most critical to your customer engagement 

efforts, much more so than metrics related to awareness or 

interest, which don’t necessarily translate to bringing  

in business.

Stage of the Marketing Funnel Sample Metric Metric Definition

Top of the Funnel: Awareness Unique Email Opens # of recipients who opened an email

Unique Click-Through Rate # of people who clicked a link within a given email

Middle of the Funnel Conversions:
Consideration, interest, evaluation, and intent

App Opens # of mobile app sessions triggered by a given email

Bottom of the Funnel Conversions:
Conversion, action, and satisfaction

In-App Purchases # of in-app purchases driven by a given email send

http://www.braze.com
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The type of conversions that matter the most vary by 

company vertical and customer stage of engagement. At 

the industry level, some brands focus on conversions tied 

to revenue, while others may prioritize those that lead to 

community growth or media consumption. Some common 

categories of conversions include:

• Transactional conversions: Completing a purchase,  

 making a donation

• Membership-related conversions: Joining a community,  

 creating an account, signing up for a free trial, subscribing to  

 email updates

• Interest-based conversions: Consuming content (articles,  

 videos, music, classes, games, etc.)

3. KPIS: TRACKING ESSENTIAL BUSINESS GOALS

If benchmarks exist to help you see how your brand’s results 

stack up to your industry, KPIs are more like the instruments on 

a car’s dashboard—that is, focused tools for assessing whether 

you’re meeting your business goals. Looking to assess how 

successful your product is? Keep an eye on KPIs like retention 

to get a picture of where you currently stand.  

The following KPIs can help you measure the impact of the 

hard work you’ve put in to develop your brand and audience.

• Cost Per Acquisition (CPA). If your app or service is brand- 

 new, you may be happy simply getting some downloads— 

 but you can’t ignore how much acquiring these users costs,  

 which can be a significant part of your overall  

 marketing investment. 

 To measure a campaign’s CPA, total the costs for a  

 given campaign or marketing program and divide it by the  

 conversions or acquisitions the campaign produced.

• Monthly Active Users (MAU). You know how many app  

 downloads you’ve had. But how does that translate into  

 engagement? Your number of monthly active users (MAU)  

 will tell you. This KPI showcases the number of individual  

 users who engage with your app each month, rather than  

 just the total number of monthly sessions. That means each  

 person is counted just one time, whether they use the app  

 once or dozens of times in a given month.

http://www.braze.com
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• Retention rate. This metric tells you what percentage of  

 customers you’re retaining—which means you’ll also be able  

 to also see how many customers you’re losing to churn.  

Keep in mind that there are multiple different ways to 
measure retention, so think through which one best fits your 

industry and business model before choosing one.

http://www.braze.com
https://www.braze.com/blog/calculate-retention-rate/?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
https://www.braze.com/blog/calculate-retention-rate/?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
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4. NEGATIVE KPIS: LEARNING FROM TROUBLE SPOTS

KPIs that are “negative”—that is, KPIs that reflect negative 

actions and behaviors—can be just as useful to marketers as 

positive ones. By identifying the negative KPIs that have the 

biggest risks for your business, your team can more easily 

identify trouble spots in your customer engagement efforts 

and give you the ability to retool and refresh campaigns, 

content, messaging channel tactics, and overall strategy to 

optimize your results.

Some key negative KPIs to keep an eye out  
for include:

• Push notification opt-outs. It’s no secret that many  

 mobile app users opt out of push notifications, and that  

 those who haven’t yet opted-out are ready to do so the  

 second they receive content they don’t like. Understanding  

 what percentage of your audience is opting out of push  

 and whether that rate is steady, rising, or falling can make it  

 possible to improve the impact of this key channel.

• Email unsubscribe rate. Assuming you’re offering  

 relevant and meaningful email content and that recipients  

 have agreed to being contacted, the benchmark email  

 unsubscribe rate is relatively low—often under 1%.  

 No matter the unsubscribe rate, losing customers can  

 affect overall customer engagement metrics (such as  

 retention rate and lifetime value), so ensuring you know  

 where you stand on unsubscribes can make it easier to  

 take action to improve your marketing outcomes.

• Abandoned shopping cart rate. Abandoned shopping  

 carts–when people add products to their carts but never  

 complete the purchase—are a common fact of life not  

 just for retail brands, but for companies across verticals.  

 In fact, the Baymard Institute has found that the global cart  
 abandonment rate is 69%. That means that finding ways  

 to nudge users to come back and complete purchases  

 represents a major opportunity to increase revenue.
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• App uninstalls (also known as churn rate or negative  
 retention rate). For brands with a mobile app, keeping an  

 eye on this negative KPI is essential. When a user uninstalls  

 your app, you don’t just lose the ability to send them  

 inside-the-app message types like in-app messages  

 and Content Cards; you’re also blocked from sending  

 them any additional push notifications, significantly  

 limiting your approaches for winning them back. Given  

 that, seeing a spike here can be a serious warning sign  

 regarding the health of your mobile strategy. 
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To learn more about important 
downward-trending stats, read  
“5 Negative KPIs Marketers  
Should Be Paying Attention To.”

http://www.braze.com
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Knowing which metrics to pay attention to is crucial to ensuring 

the long-term success of your marketing programs. Here are 

some key metrics for email marketing programs; check out the 

next page for essential mobile messaging metrics.

1. EMAIL METRICS THAT MATTER

The Numbers That Matter to Your Marketing Program

# OF EMAIL OPENS

# OF EMAILS DELIVERED

TOTAL  
OPEN RATE=

Total open rate. Your email open rate is the total 

number of email opens your messages receive, 

divided by the number of emails delivered. This metric 

is a good proxy for your audience’s overall audience 

engagement, including repeat email openers and 

other outliers.

Unique open rate. Your unique open rate in a given 

email campaign is the total number of unique 

recipient email opens divided by the number of emails 

delivered in the campaign. (So a single user opening 

an email five times would count as five total opens, 

but only one unique open.) Lower unique opens can 

be a sign you have subject line issues, since that’s the 

first thing users see when deciding whether to open 

an email. While unique open rates differ between 

industries, 17-23% is a common benchmark to aim for.

# OF UNIQUE RECIPIENT EMAIL OPENS

# OF EMAILS DELIVERED

UNIQUE  
OPEN RATE=

https://www.campaignmonitor.com/resources/guides/email-marketing-benchmarks/
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Click-to-open rate. Your click-to-open rate (CTOR) 

is calculated by dividing the number of unique clicks 

that your emails received by the number of unique 

opens. In other words, how many of those opens led 

to clicks? In general, strong subject line/message 

body alignment will lead to a stronger CTOR.

CLICK-TO-OPEN 
RATE

# OF UNIQUE EMAIL CLICKS

# OF UNIQUE OPENS
=

Unsubscribe rate. Your unsubscribe rate is the 

number of people who unsubscribed from your email 

list divided by the total number of emails delivered. 

This metric can help show which campaigns are 

negatively impacting your email list size, making it 

easier to optimize future outreach. 

# OF UNSUBSCRIBED

# OF EMAILS DELIVERED

UNSUBSCRIBE
RATE=

Hard bounce rate. Your hard bounce rate is the number of 

emails that weren’t delivered due to invalid or nonexistent 

email addresses divided by the total number of emails 

sent. This metric can indicate how much of your email list  

is inaccurate or out of date and can have a significant 

impact on email deliverability, so keep your eyes on it!.

# OF EMAILS UNDELIVERED

# OF EMAILS SENT

HARD  
BOUNCE RATE=



2. MOBILE MESSAGING METRICS

• Push opt-in rate. Push notifications are a powerful way to  

 reach customers with time-sensitive messages—but many  

 consumers feel burned by brands that abuse this channel  

 to send too-frequent, irrelevant notifications. To improve  

 your push opt-in rate, consider priming new customers  

 for push notifications by explaining the benefits via  

 in-app message

• Direct push opens. This metric measures the number  

 of times users tap on the push notifications they receive,  

 triggering an app open. In general, the gold standard for  

 push is to have a high opt-in rate and a high push open  

 rate—meaning your users understand the value of receiving  

 your push and find the messages you send relevant  

 and valuable. Alternately, low direct opens can signal a  

 disconnect between a brand and its audience.

• Influenced push opens. This metric measures the number  

 of times users directly open an app after receiving a push  

 (as opposed to tapping on the message and triggering  

 a session). Sometimes, a message can inspire a customer  

 to go back to the app even if they don’t directly engage  

 with the notification. Looking at influenced opens and your  

 influenced open rate will show you the true impact your  

 push notifications have on engagement.

• Total push opens. Total opens or total open rate (that is,  

 the number of direct opens and influenced opens divided  

 by the number of users who received the push campaign)  

 paints a complete portrait of the power of your push  

 notification campaigns. If users are taking action on the  

 messages you send, that’s an effective outreach  

 campaign—even if they’re taking a few minutes to do it. 

11

DIRECT PUSH OPENS           INFLUENCED PUSH OPENS          TOTAL PUSH OPENS+ =
BRAZE

Messaging metrics are a key part of 
understanding how your customer 
engagement efforts are faring—but they’re 
not the end of the story. Dig deeper into 
digital benchmarks with our look at  
10 essential app metrics.

https://www.braze.com/blog/essential-mobile-app-metrics-formulas/?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
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We’ve all been in those meetings where marketers trade 

questions like, “Should this push notification include an 

exclamation point? Should we offer customers a discount 

in the subject line to get them to come back to finish their 

purchase?” These are crucial questions when you’re trying 

to move the needle in marketing campaigns—and the right 

answers can make the difference between success and failure.

What is testing, anyway?
Testing means launching and comparing different variants of 

your messaging campaign. These variants may differ in copy 

details like subject lines, in aesthetic details like color or use 

of GIFs, or in the offer itself. Testing helps you understand 

which variant hits the bullseye with your audience—especially 

when you’re testing against a control group. Plus, ongoing 

testing can accelerate growth of KPIs like retention by 

continuously establishing new, higher baselines to compare 

future campaigns to.

What’s a control group? 

A control group is a randomly selected group of users within 

the audience segment you’re targeting that don’t receive 

any messages. Because they don’t receive campaigns, 

they can help to prove out the impact of your efforts by 

comparing the behavior of people who haven’t received 

a given message variant with those who have. Not every 

brand leverages control groups, but they’re a best practice 

for a reason—when you only compare message variants to 

each other, there’s always the chance that they might not be 

performing any better than sending no message at all.

Testing, Testing, Testing (and Iterating)

http://www.braze.com
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What tests should I run?
Tests have the same general goal: To give you a valuable 

sample of data about your audience before launching a 

campaign. Here’s the tests to know and the situations that 

call for them:

1. A/B testing. The name of this test tells the story: You’re 

testing an “A version” of your campaign versus a “B version” 

of your campaign. From copy to design emails to message 

timing, A/B testing can be leveraged to assess the impact 

of any campaign element. For instance, you might test an 

email subject line that says “A/B testing is effective and 

fun!” compared with another line that says “I      A/B testing!” 

Which drives the most engagement? (Our money’s on the 

heart emoji.)

EXPIRES 
TOMORROW

EXPIRES IN 24 
HOURS!

A B

http://www.braze.com


2. Multivariate testing. Multivariate essentially means 

“multiple variables.” So, while an A/B test involves one 

variable changing, multivariate tests change multiple 

variables, allowing for more complex, nuanced testing.

For instance, you might want to understand how changing 

your subject line and the CTA button in your email influences 

conversions. In this case, you’ll have four variants:

Here’s the Difference 

A/B testing gives you a “yes” or “no” answer about an isolated aspect of your campaign. Multivariate tests compare different 
versions of your campaign on a more holistic level, and study how different variables within your campaign interact.

VARIANT 1

Sign up today!

VARIANT 2

Ready to sign up?

VARIANT 3

Sign up today!

VARIANT 4

Ready to sign up?

BRAZE 14
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1. THE PROS AND CONS OF A/B AND MULTIVARIATE TESTING

1515

How Often Should You Test?
Constantly! In reality, the teams that 

are consistently turning out successful 

campaigns are investing in ongoing 

testing, which supports constant 

iteration of messages, campaigns and 

strategy. If you’re sending a campaign 

or building out a brand experience, 

it’s smart to ensure that testing and 

optimization is built into the process 

every time, if possible.

While testing to settle isolated debates 

is valuable, you should be testing 

regularly so that you always have current 

data about your campaigns at your 

fingertips. Then there won’t be anything 

to debate. You’ll always have a fairly 

good idea of what’s working and what 

needs more thought.

BRAZE

A/B Testing  Pros A/B Testing Cons

Relatively simple to design and execute
Limited to single variable and a few variants 
of that variable (usually just two variants)

Can help settle debates around campaign 
tactics when there is one idea in question

Not possible to see the interaction 
between multiple variables within the same 
campaign

Possible to generate statistically significant 
results with smaller traffic samples (relative 
to a multivariate test)

Provides straightforward results that are 
easier for non-quantitative business teams 
to interpret and implement

Multivariate Testing Pros Multivariate Testing Cons

Provides insight into interactions between 
multiple variables

In general, requires more traffic than  
A/B testing

Creates granular picture about which 
campaign elements impact performance

Can quickly become unfeasible to manage 
with too many combinations–even for high-
traffic campaigns

Enables marketers to compare many 
different versions (upwards of dozens) of  
a campaign

Can take relatively more time to get up  
and running

Can be overkill when an A/B test would  
be sufficient

http://www.braze.com
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2. WHEN A/B TESTING ISN’T WORTH IT

• A/B testing is valuable—unless it isn’t. Some results simply don’t warrant the time they take to unearth. Know when it’s time  

 to A/B test, and when your time may be better spent elsewhere.
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Don’t A/B test when …

You don’t yet have  
meaningful traffic

Statistical significance is an important concept in testing. How can you tell if your results are 

significant enough to warrant action? Begin by using this free A/B significance calculator, 

which compares visitors and conversion on both sides of your A/B variant and gives you 

a “confidence level” expressed as a percentage. If you don’t have enough users to inform 

meaningful results, your efforts might be better spent attracting more customers instead  

of experimenting. 

You can’t safely  
spend the time

A/B testing requires a lot of upfront work, like deciding which elements to test. Spend time up 

front deciding what you should test, so you are making the best use of your A/B testing time.

You don’t yet have an 
informed hypothesis

A good scientist never begins an experiment without a hypothesis. To define your hypothesis, 

know the problem you want to solve, and identify a conversion goal. Let’s say your customers 

tend to drop off at a certain point in the conversion funnel—but you suspect adding a “Finish My 

Purchase” button will improve your results by at least 20%. So your hypothesis becomes, “If I add a 

‘finish my purchase’ button, then 20% more people will follow through with the purchase process.”

Success is likely, even 
without testing

If you know your idea is a good one and there’s a low risk to putting it in place, you may not 

need to expend time and resources testing it.

http://www.braze.com
http://getdatadriven.com/ab-significance-test
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Are your metrics really saying what you think they’re saying—

or are your data points disagreeing with each other? Here’s 

a list of key things to think about as you review benchmark 

numbers or performance metrics associated with your 

customer engagement efforts.

Regarding rates, don’t compare  
apples and oranges
With benchmarks, aggregate rates can be very misleading, 

especially if you don’t know exactly what you’re working 

with. Before you do anything, take a good, hard look at 

the methodology of the benchmark study. It dictates how 

metrics are calculated, and, accordingly, how you should 

interpret the data.

Customer Engagement Metrics: Avoiding Common Pitfalls

The Braze Benchmarks tool can help. It uses aggregated, 

anonymized engagement data to highlight a variety of 

key indicators and performance drivers for messaging, 

so you can make comparisons and determine criteria for 

improvement based on your brand’s specific industry, 

business model, and needs. 

Ensure you’re using the data correctly  
for the summary metric
Know whether you’re dealing with an aggregate rate, a 

campaign-weighted rate, a median rate, or some other 

calculation, and use them while keeping your brand’s 

particular needs in mind. For example, if your benchmark is 

a campaign-weighted engagement rate, compare it to your 
own campaign-weighted metric, not a simple aggregate rate.

BRAZE 17
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ANDROID

4.34%
Push Total Open Rate

1.37%
Push Direct Open Rate

2.96%
Push Influenced Open Rate

iOS

6.88%
Push Total Open Rate

1.50%
Push Direct Open Rate

5.38%
Push Influenced Open Rate

WEB

0.63%
Open Rate (Past 365 Days)

0.68%
Open Rate (Past Month)*

Be wary of optimizing for an  
industry-level performance number
Working off aggregate user data can lead to poor marketing 

decisions, since your engagement metrics will vary 

according to customer segment. So segment your audience, 

test, and optimize accordingly. By segmenting your tests, you 

can identify the engagement rate of your target population, 

and understand what proportion of your visitors are in your 

target group. This will help you avoid aiming at non-target 

users, and let you understand and engage your target 

audience more effectively.

Don’t limit your benchmarking  
activity to one industry
While it’s essential to understand how your industry performs, 

make sure you also reach beyond your own vertical and get 

creative with how you look at aggregated data. Maybe you 

can adapt an approach from a brand campaign outside your 

industry. For instance, a travel brand might see success taking 

a page from a gaming brand’s playbook.

18
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Don’t Take Metrics the Wrong Way 

Next time you look at your marketing dashboard, take the 

time to play devil’s advocate: Assume your go-to marketing 

KPIs may be steering you in the wrong direction. KPIs may 

be tricking you or communicating an incomplete story. It’s 

important to understand the secrets that your key marketing 

metrics may be keeping.

Metric Common interpretation Possible hidden story What to do about it

High 
retention 
rate 

High retention rates suggest that your 
product is making your customers happy. 
You might think that you’re in a good 
position.

It’s your most valuable customers that 
are churning and your lowest value 
customers who are sticking around, at 
least for now.

Look at the statistics of your retained 
sample vs. the churned sample. Then 
make a strategy for a campaign or 
campaigns that aim to keep your valuable 
customers around.

High  
churn rate

High churn rates may lead you to believe 
that there’s something wrong with  
your product.

You may be attracting the wrong 
customer base (i.e. your product/market 
fit is off), or you may be losing users to a 
new competitor from whom you need  
to differentiate.

Analyze how your churn rates vary across 
your different customer segments. 
Determine whether there are any clear 
patterns, such as around attribution 
channel or demographics

Rising 
DAU

Your users are opening your app, so they 
must be engaged.

They’re opening your app, but they’re not 
completing any valuable conversions 
while they’re in the app.

Explore what users do after they start 
an app session. Consider tracking new 
metrics that highlight different in-app 
activity levels (i.e. making a purchase, 
using a key feature).

Increased 
stickiness 
after a 
feature 
launch or 
update

The new feature or update is causing 
the increase in stickiness because it has 
improved the product.

A successful messaging campaign, 
ad spend, or other cause could be 
contributing to the increase in stickiness.

Make sure you’re only attributing 
causation when you can actually isolate 
all the variables. Otherwise, you might 
just be looking at a coincidence or 
correspondence.

http://www.braze.com
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Data-Driven Customer 
Engagement: What It 
Looks Like in Practice
municating with customers across 
Guesstimates don’t create solid 
marketing results—but data does. 
Read how these brands tapped into 
the science of data and measurement 
to unlock the next moves for their 
marketing campaigns.
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THE CHALLENGE: The French carpooling platform wanted to optimize email 

marketing while improving open rates.

THE SOLUTION: Test two hypotheses—that email recipients would be more likely to 

open a message that was listed as coming from a person’s name and that different 

types of sender names would perform better in different countries. Using the  

Braze Canvas customer journey tool, BlaBlaCar conducted A/B tests with several  

name variants: 

• “BlaBlaCar” as the sender name vs. a first-person name (e.g. “John” or “Jane”) as the  

 sender name

• A common first name in a given country vs. a rare name in a given country

• A perceived masculine name vs. a name perceived as feminine

THE RESULT: BlaBlaCar discovered that sending emails with the first names of real 

people resulted in 20+% higher open rates for their messages, compared to emails 

sent from “BlaBlaCar.” 

In addition, the company’s hypothesis that gender and name popularity would 

impact email open rates proved to be true, with a popular masculine name the best 

choice in Russia and France. BlaBlaCar switched all of its French email marketing 

campaigns to be sent from the sender name “Julien,” and is working on a similar 

rollout in other countries.

Read more about BlaBlaCar here.

BlaBlaCar: Maximizing Email Open Rates

JOHN
JANE

http://www.braze.com
https://www.braze.com/product/lifecycle-engagement-orchestration/canvas
http://braze.com/perspectives/article/how-smart-testing-boosts-open-rates?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
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THE CHALLENGE: To serve up brilliant IBM Cloud customer 

experiences at every stage of their journey.

THE SOLUTION: To measure the impact of cross-channel 

messaging, IBM Cloud used data from Braze Canvas to create 

comprehensive dashboards providing insights into key KPIs and 

conversion rates, including: 

• Milestone conversion rate as comparison to a control group  

 that received no educational messaging

• The marginal impact of a Braze Canvas

• Revenue generated by the IBM Cloud onboarding experience

In addition, IBM measured success in seven key areas of focus:

• Engagement 

• Retention 

• Advocacy

THE RESULT: IBM has been able to drive 7% higher conversion 

rates among message recipients, compared to users who received 

no emails, and ensure that 64% of the users in their largest PayGo 

flow performed at least one of their top four conversion events.
Read more about IBM Cloud here.

Onboarding Milestones Win-Backs

• Expansion 

• Churn prevention

• Satisfaction 

• Customer delight

IBM Cloud: Improving Conversions by Tracking KPIs

http://www.braze.com
https://www.braze.com/product/lifecycle-engagement-orchestration/canvas
https://www.braze.com/perspectives/article/ibm-client-story?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
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At Braze, we’re big 
fans of using data 
and technology to 
bolster your team’s 
creative and strategic 
thinking. 

FINAL THOUGHTS

Data tells a richer and deeper story 
about campaign results, and helps 
you understand where your customer 
messaging is succeeding or falling flat

We hope this guide has inspired you to 
create data-driven strategies, guided by 
metrics, benchmarks, and KPIs. If you’re 
excited about taking the next steps on your 
measurement journey, check out these 
helpful resources from Braze.

• Is Your Marketing Strategy Really  
 Data-Driven?

• Introducing the Braze Benchmarks Report

• How Realtor.Com Creates Robust Messaging  
 Campaigns With A/B Testing And Personalization

• Go Beyond Vanity Metrics for Successful  
 Customer Engagement

http://www.braze.com
https://www.braze.com/perspectives/article/is-your-marketing-strategy-data-driven?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
https://www.braze.com/perspectives/article/is-your-marketing-strategy-data-driven?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
https://www.braze.com/perspectives/article/benchmarks?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
https://www.braze.com/perspectives/article/how-realtor-com-does-a-b-testing-and-personalization?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
https://www.braze.com/perspectives/article/how-realtor-com-does-a-b-testing-and-personalization?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
https://info.braze.com/Measurement-Guide-for-Marketers.html?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
https://info.braze.com/Measurement-Guide-for-Marketers.html?utm_source=braze&utm_medium=owned-content&utm_campaign=fy22-q1-global-benchmarks_and_metrics_guide&utm_content=benchmarksandmetrics
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